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QUESTION: 56
DRAG DROP
You discuss a backup and recovery strategy with the customer. You notice that the customer
is not clear about the differences between backup and archive strategy terms.
Match the term to the appropriate strategy.

Answer:

QUESTION: 57
Your customer has been using HPE Data Protector targeting an HPE StoreOnce with VTL

replication, Dot they have concerns that Data Protector does not automatically know about
the replicated tapes. You need to design a PoC tor the customer to address this limitation.
What should you do to supply this functionality?

A. Update the HPE StoreOnce Firmware to the latest level
B. Upgrade HPE Data Protector to Version 9 or higher
C. Use HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Copy.
D. Use HPE Data Protector Automated Replication Synchronization

Answer: C

QUESTION: 58
What must be considered when using Jumbo Frames in an iSCSl SAN environment?

A. Jumbo Frames are only supported on 1 Gb Ethernet networks
B. Only die network switches in the iSCSl network path will need to have Jumbo Frames
enabled
C. All devices in the iSCSl network path must have Jumbo Frames enabled.
D. Jumbo Frames are not recommended m an iSCSl environment with multiple network
switches.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 59
You design and size an HPE StoreVirtual solution for an SMB customer environment
according to these requirements:
. High-Availability between two data centers is needed.
. 3 TB of data should be replicated
. 2xl Gb/s links between Site A and B
. Round tnp time 1 8 ms between Site A and B
. Third site C tor Failover Manager (FOM) connected with 100 MB/s
Latency of 55 ms between Site C and other sites. Which potential issue should be discussed
with the customer before proposing an HPE StoreVirtual solution?

A. Minimum round trip time lor Sites A and B is not met
B. Minimum bandwidth requirements tor Site C are not met
C. Maximum latency requirements are not met for Site C
D. Minimum bandwidth requirements between Site A and B

Answer: C

QUESTION: 60
Which requirements must be considered when designing and sizing an HPE 3PAR
StoreServ environment for periodic asynchronous replication?

A. Size only the source array to account for the IOPS resulting from snapshot created by
Remote Copy.
B. Size both arrays to account for the IOPS resulting from snapshots created by Remote
Copy.
C. Use a CPG with SAS drives for Remote Copy snapshots.
D. Size only the target array to account for IOPS resulting from snapshots created by
Remote Copy.
E. Use a CPG with nearline drives for Remote Copy snapshots.

Answer: A, E
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